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FIXED POINT INDEX AND FIXED POINT THEOREM 
FOR EUCLIDEAN NEIGHBORHOOD RETRACTS 
ALBRECHT DOLD 
(Receiced 10 January 1965) 
THE PURPOSE of this note is to describe a simple fixed point theory for Euclidean neighbor- 
hood retracts. The theory is less general than Leray’s [6, 7, 81 but seems adequate for most 
uses in algebraic topology (not analysis). 
We use singular homology throughout; except for some instances in $4 the coefficients 
are Z, the integers. 
01. FIXED POINT Il\iDEX IN R” 
(1 .l) DEFINITION. Let K c V c R” where K is compact, V is open. The fundamental 
class oK E H,,(V, V - K) is the image of 1 under the composite map 
z = H,S” + H,(S”, S” - K) r H,(V, v - K); S” = R” u (CC). 
Alternatively, ox is characterized by the property that it is fundamental in every point 
P E K, i.e. it maps into 1 under H,(V, V - K)+H,(V, V - P) = Z. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. Let V c R” be an open set, and g : V- R” a map. Assume F = Fg = 
(x E Vlgx = x>, the fixed point set, is compact. Then the fi-ued point index I, is defined as 
Z, = (i - g)*oF E H,(R”, R” - 0) = Z, where 
(i-g):(V, V-F)+(R”,R”-O), (i - g)x = x - gx. 
It is easy to see that Ig agrees with the usual definition if F consists of a single point. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. If g : V+ R” is as in (1.2), and if F c K c W c V where K is 
compact, W is open, then (i - g) : (W, W - K)-+ (R”, R” - 0) and (i - g)*oK = I,. 
This is obvious because the inclusion (W, W - K) + (V, V - F) takes oK into op. It 
allows us to restrict attention to an arbitrary neighborhood W of F or to replace F by 
sets K 1 F for which H(V, V - K) is easier to handle. 
We now list some properties of I,. 
(1.4) UNITS. The constant map g(V) = P E R” has index 1 ifP E V, and index 0 ifP 4 V. 
This is obvious. 
(1.5) ADDITIVITY. Giwn g : V--* R” as in (1.2), ussume V is represented as a finite union 
of open sets Vj, j = 1, . . . . r, such that thejixedpoint sets Fi = {x E Vjlgx = x} = F n Vj are 
mutually disjoint, F’n Fk = 0 for j # k. Then I,,“, is defined, and I, = EjIglv,. 
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In other words, “the global index is the sum of the local indices”. 
For the proof one chooses open neighborhoods Wj of Fj such that lJ Wj = W c V, and 
Wj n W, = 0 forj # k. Then one applies (1.3). 
(1.6) MULTIPLICATIVITY. Ifg : V+ R”, g’ : V-R” are maps as in (1.2) then the fixed 
point index of g x g’ : V x V-R” x R”’ = R”+“’ is defined, and Isxsf = 19.14,. 
Proof. Clearly FsXs, = F, x Fg, is compact. Further 
OFXF’ - - OF X OF’ E H,+,. [(V, V - F) x (V’, V’- F’)] = H,+,,( V x V’, V x V’- F x F’), 
and 
I gxg’ = (i x i’ - g x g’)*oFxF’ = [(i - g) x (i’ -g’)]*(oF x OF?) 
= [(i - g)*oF] x [(i’- g’)*oF’] = IB*Ig’. 
(1.7) HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE. Letg t : V--,R”, 0 < t < 1, be a deformation and assume 
K = {x E Vlg,x = x for some t} = IJ, FgI 
is compact. Then 19, = I,,. 
This means : If during a deformation the fixed points stay away from the boundary of V 
then their total number remains unchanged. An example with non-compact K is given 
byV=(-l,l)cR’,g,(x)=t. HereK=(O,l),I,,=l,I,,=O. 
Proof. By (1.3) we have I,< = (i - g&OK. But(i-g,):(V, V-K)--,(R”,R”-0)isa 
deformation, hence (i - go)* = (i - gl)*. 
(1.8) COMMUTATIVITY. If U c R”, U’ c R”, are open sets and f: U--r R”‘, g : Cl’--+ R” 
are maps then the tu’o composites 
gf: V =f-=U’+R”, fg:V'=g-'U-rR"' 
have homeomorphic fixed point sets, F,/ M Ff,. In particular, I,, is defined if and only if I,, 
is defined. Moreover, in that case, I,, = IB,. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear: the restrictions ofj; g define reciprocal homeomor- 
phisms F,/ M F/,. 
In order to prove I,, = 19/ (assuming they are defined) we put 
y: V x V’ + R” x R”‘, 7(x, y) = (gy,Jx). 
The fixed point sets of gf and y are homeomorphic under x - (x,fx) resp. (x, Y) --x; 
therefore I., is defined. Consider the deformation y,(x, y) = [tgf(x) + (1 - t)gy,fx]. 
A fixed point of y f must satisfy y = f x and x = tgf (x) + (1 - t)gf (x) = gfx, i.e. y , has the 
same fixed points as y. By (1.7) and (1.3) we get 
I, = I,, = I,, = I, 
where 
6: V x R”‘+R” x R”‘, && Y) = (gfx,fx). 
We deform once more, setting 
4(x, Y) = [gfx, (1 - Wx>J 
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A fixed point of 6, satisfies x = gjk, y = (1 - t)Cfx). The points which are fixed under some 
6, are therefore image points of 
F,, x [O, l] --t I; x R”‘, (.‘c, t)- c-? (1 - O(J~)l. 
This being compact we can apply (1.7) once more and get 1, = I,, = Z,, where 6,(x, y) = 
(gfx, 0). Now 6, is a product map therefore I,, = 19/.IcOnStanl = 19/ by (1.6) and (1.4). 
Altogether, I, = I,,. 
Using the analogous deformations [gy, tfs(_y) + (1 - t)Jy] and [(I - t)(gy), fgy] gives 
I, = iJ9, hence I,, = I,,. 
$2. FIXED POINT INDEX FOR EUCLIDEAN NEIGHBORHOOD RETRACTS 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A topological space Y is called Euclidean neighborhood retract 
(= ENR) if there exists an open set 0 in some Euclidean space R” and mappings i : Y--t 0, 
r:O-+Ysuchthatri=id. 
One can show [5, Theorem V.21 that for compact spaces the notion of ENR agrees 
with finite dimensional metric ANR, but we shall not use this fact. It is not hard to see that 
locally compact countable CW-complexes of finite dimension are ENR; connected para- 
compact manifolds are ENR. As in [4, Theorem 3.31 one shows 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. If a Haasdorff space Y is ajnite union of ENRs, Y = U ji 1 Yj, and 
if each Yj is open in Y then Y itself is an ENR. 
More generally, the union could be countable, Y = Ujzl Yj, locally finite, provided 
some finite-dimensionality is assumed. 
(2.3) DEFINITION (compare [3], $1). Let Vbe an open subset of an ENR Y, andg : V--+ Y 
a mapping such that Fg = {y E Vjgy = y} is compact. In order to define the fixed point index 
I4 we choose a Euclidean neighborhood retraction i . Y--+0, r:O+Y, ri=id. Then the 
composite map 
9 r 
r -'v-4 'v- Y-OCR" 
has a fixed point index by (1.2), and n’e put Ig = Iigr. 
i’ r’ 
Proof of independence. If Y---+ O’---, Y is a second Euclidean neighborhood re- 
traction then 
ir’: 0’ --f R”, i’gr: r-‘V + R"' 
are maps whose two composites have the same index by (1.8). But (ir’)(i’gr) = i(r’i’)gr = igr, 
and (i’gr)(ir’) = i’g(ri)r’ = i’gr’. Q.E.D. 
The formal properties (1.4)-(1.8) of the fixed point index generalize as easily as the 
definition. There is no need to reformulate them; one has simply to replace R", R"' . . . in 
(1.4)-(1.8) by ENRs Y, Y’ . . 
(2.4) Remark. In order to define the fixed point index of g : V+ Y it is not necessary 
to assume that Y is an ENR; it suffices that some neighborhood Y’ of the (compact) fixed 
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point set <q is an ENR. One simply replaces Y by Y’ and V by V’ = Y’ n 9-l Y’. For in- 
stance, Y could be a non-paracompact manifold-if only Fq is compact. 
$3. THE LEFSCHETZ NUMBER A 
We reproduce the definition of this familiar notion in a generality and form which is 
adequate for $4. It is still less general than Leray’s definition [8, $11; the form follows 
Bourbaki [l, $4,4-51. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let R be ajixed (c0mmutatit.e) ring with unit, let M = {Mi}ie, be a 
graded R-module and M* = {Hom(M_ i, R)}i,, its dual. For every graded R-module N \ve 
define 
(3.2) 0 = o,,: M* 0 N -+ Hom(M, N), 
[O(cp @ n)](m) = (-l)t”l’i”‘~(m)*n 
where q~ E M*, m E M, n E N, and 1 1 denotes dimension. 
Clearly 0 is a homomorphism of graded modules and is natural in M and N. 
Exercise. If M, N are complexes then 0 is a chain map. This is one reason for introducing 
the sign (- l)lml~lnl. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. The image of 0 consists of those homomorphisms j3 which factor 
through a finitely generated free module, i.e. composites ,!l : M--t F+ N where F has a finite 
base. These homomorphisms are called of finite rank. 
If N is free then 0 is monomorphic. Hence, in this case, 0 : M* @ N g Hom/(M, N) 
where Horn, denotes the homomorphisms ofjinite rank. 
Proof. If a =xfzl(qi @ ni) E M* @ N then O(a) is the composite 
Ml(- l) 
lrpil . l%l Vi} 
ini> 
b R’- N 
where R” = R @ R 8.. . 0 R (s summands). Conversely, given 
@Pi1 (nf) 
P:M -R”-N, 
define 
a = lZi( - l)~~‘~‘~“i~(~l @ no, 
and verify O(a) = p. 
If N is free on one generator then both sides of (3.2) agree with M* (up to a shift in 
dimensions), and 0 = id is isomorphic. By additivity, 0 is still isomorphic if N has a finite 
base. For any free N and a E M* 0 N we can find a finitely generated direct summand N’ 
of N such that a E M* @ N’ c M* @ N. By naturality, OMJM* @ N’ = OMMN,, and this is 
isomorphic. Therefore O,,(a) = 0 implies a = 0. Q.E.D. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. Let N be a graded R-module and let e : N* Q N+ R denote the 
ecaluation map, e(q Q n) = q(n). If N is free and /? : N+ N is an endomorphism of finite 
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rank then O-‘(p) E N* @ N (see (3.3)), and A(D) = e@-‘(p) E R is called the trace or Lef- 
schetz number of 1. 
Since e annihilates all elements of dimension #O the Lefschetz number of /3 is zero 
unless IpI = 0, i.e. /3 is a sequence of homomorphisms pi: Ni - Ni. Using bases and matrices 
one easily checks that A@) then coincides with the usual Z( - l)i trace (Bi). 
54. THE LEFSCHETZ FIXED POINT THEOREM 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let Y be a Euclidean neighborhood retract, andf: Y-+ Y a mapping 
rvhose image f Y is contained in some compact set K c Y. Then the jixed point index off 
and the Lefschetz number of (f IK), : H(K; Q)- H(K; Q) are both defined and they agree, 
I, = AcflK)*~ 
The proof is based on the following lemma which has nothing to do with the mapfand 
is of independent interest. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let K c V c R” where_ V is open, K compact, and let oK E H,(V, V - K) 
denote the fundamental class (1.1). Then the composite 
OKX (A Y id). 
@ = Q(K, I’): H,K- H,+,C(V, V - K) x Kl- 
(id x 1). (d x id). 
H,+,L-(I/, J’ - W x v x Kl -H,+J(V, V - K) x K x l’]- 
(Wlx)-l 
HI+,[(R”, R” - 0) x V]---+ H,V 
coincides with the inclusion homomorphism i, : H,K+ H,V. 
The maps which occur in the definition of @ are 
the diagonal A : (Y, V - K) -+ (V, V - K) x V, A(c) = (u, u), 
the transposition t : V x K+ K x V, t(v, k) = (k, u), 
the difference d : (V, V - K) x K--i (R”, R” - 0), d(v, k) = v - k. 
The lemma will be proved in $5. 
Proof of (4.1). The index off: Y+ Y equals the index of g =ifr : V+ R” where V c R” 
is an open set and Y- ’ vr - Y,rj= id. AlsogVcjKz K,andglK==flK. We haveto 
show, therefore, that Z, = A(glK)*. We use rational homology so that H(X x Z) = 
HX 0 HZ; it is, of course, enough to prove I, = A(glK), in Q. 
Define d : H(V, V - K) - (ELK)* = Hom(HK, Q) by (&)k = d,(v @ k) E H(R”, R” - 0) 
= Q where d : (V, V - K) x K--t (R”, R” - 0) is the difference as in (4.2). Let clg denote the 
image of the fundamental class oK under the composite 
A* &a g. 
H(V, V-K)- H(V, V-K)@HV----+ (HK)* @ HK. 
We claim 
(4.3) e(a,) = 1, (see 3.4) 
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(4.4) @(a,) = (g[K), E Hom(HK, HK) (see (3.2)); 
by definition (3.4) this will prove the theorem. 
Consider the diagram 
A. id@& 
H(V, I/ - K) ------+H(V, I/-- K) 0 HV- H(V, I/ - K)OHK 
\ 
‘\ /’ /’ 
(i-s) l \ ,‘& a@id 
\ 
/ 
\ 
/’ 
II/ 
e H(R”, R” - 0) - (HK)* 0 HK. 
Clearly, it is commutative (the triangle by definition of d). If we follow oK E H( V, V - K) 
along the outer path + -+ 
+J 
we get e(a,), whereas the direct path iL gives I,. This proves 
(4.3). 
Consider then the diagram 
id& d. @id 
H(V,V-K)@HV@HK-- N(V, v-K)@HK@HV- H(R”,R”-O)@HV’zHl 
I I I 
i@g, @id 
I 
&idxg, 9. 
I 
(HK)* 0 HK @ HK - (HK)*@HK@HK - 
id&. 
eOid QOHK = HK 
It is commutative (the right part again by definition of a>. If we follow A*(o,) @ k E 
H(V, V-K)@HV@HKalongJ++ we get [@(u,)](k), by Definition (3.4) (recall that 
t*(x 0 u) = (- l)l”“lyl~ 0 x). If we follow it along -+ + we get i,(k), by Lemma (4.2); 
hence, along * + 1 we get g&(k) = (g[R),(k). This proves (4.4). 
(4.5) Remark. With Leray’s [8, $11 more general definition of A one can deduce from 
(4.1) that 1f = A[cf]L)* : fiL-+EL] where L c Y is any compact set such that 
If(L) u (n~,f”Y)]c L,f” =fo f. . . . of For this one uses additivity of A and continuity 
of fi as in [S, 91 Proposition (a) and Theorem (A)]. 
$5. PROOF OF LEMMA (4.2) 
We begin with a naturality property of @, namely: If K’ c Kc V c V’ with V’ open, 
K’ compact then 
(5.1) i*( V, V’)@(K, V) = @(K, V’) 
(5.1’) @(K, V)i,(K’, K) = @(K’, V) 
where i, is induced by inclusion. Property (5.1) is obvious because i*(oK) = oK. For (5.1’) 
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one has to remark that in the definition of D(K’, V) one can replace (V, I’ - K’) everywhere 
by (V, V - K), and oK, by oK. We use these properties as follows 
(5.2) (P(K, V) = i*(K, V) *@(K, V’) = i*(K, V’) 
(5.3) @(K, V) = i,(K, V) * @(K’, V) = i,(K’, V) 
(5.4) O(K, V’) = i,(K, V’)* i,(V, V’)[O(K, V) - i,(K, V)] = 0 
(5.5) O(K’, V) = i,(K’, V) * [@(K, V) - i&K, V)]i,(K’, K) = 0. 
We now proceed in several steps. 
Step 1. K = P = a point. We leave this to the reader. 
Step 2. E. = 0. Since H,K is generated by groups H,,P, P E K, this reduces to Step 1, 
using (5.5). 
Step 3. (V, K) = (9 x B”-‘, SL x Q), J > 0, where B”-” is an open (n- L)-ball, 
Q its center. We also assume that for some P E S” (S’ = A-sphere) there is a neighborhood 
U of (P, Q) in R" such that U n (S” x Q) and U n (P x B”-‘) are pieces of orthogonal 
linear subspaces. By a linear transformation we can then assume that (P, Q) = 0 E R", 
and U n (SL x Q), U n (P x B”-‘) are bits of the coordinate planes R" x 0,O x R"-'. 
Choose generators s E HAS”, o,-~ E H,_,(B”-“, B”-” - 0) such that 
s x o”_~ = oK E H,(V, V-K) = H,[S” x (B”-‘, B”-” - O)]r Z. 
The diagonal AV of V factors as follows 
AsXAB idxtwid 
(I’, V - K) = S x (II, B - Q)- SxSx(B,B-Q)xB--- 
Sx(B,B-Q)xSxB=(L’,V-K)x I’. 
Since A,(s) = s x 1 + 1 x s, As(on-J =o~_~ x 1, we get 
A,(o,) = (s x on-1) x (1 x 1) + (-1)““-“‘(l x on_,) x (s x 1) = 
= OK x ly + (-1)“‘“~“‘(1 x 0,-J x (s x 1). 
In order to find @(s x 1) we have to apply first (id x t)* then (d x id), to 
(5.6) A,(o,) x (s x 1) = oK x 1, x (s x 1) + (-l)“‘“-“‘(1 x 0,-J x (s x 1) x (s x 1). 
The first term gives zero because d&o, x (s x 1)) E Hn+l(R”, R" - 0) = 0. For the second 
term the problem reduces to computing d,[(l x 0,-J x (s x l)]. We can restrict attention 
to the neighborhood U of 0 (excise R" - U). There d is the map which preserves the first 
(n - i.) coordinates and multiplies the last 1 with (- l), hence d* = (- 1)” there. On the 
other hand (1 x o,_~) x (s x 1) gives (- l)(“-‘I’ times the fundamental class o,, E Hn 
(R, R - 0), by our choice of s and o,_~. Hence d,[(l x o,_~) x (s x I)] = (-l)L+A(n-A)oo, 
and the second term of (5.6) therefore gives 
(id x t). 
(-1) i(“-*)(l x 0,-J x (s x 1) x (s x l)------- 
(d x id). 
(-1) L(n-L)+*2(1 x 0,-J x (s x 1) x (5 x l)------- 
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C-1) ~fn-L)+~*+~+~(~--lfoo x (s x 1) = o* x (s x l), 
hence D(s x 1) = s x 1 = i*(s x l), as asserted. 
Step 4. K = CA = A-skeleton of a rectilinear cellular subdivision of a cube C, V 
arbitrary. 
The group H,C” is generated by groups i,(S, K)(H,S) where S = S” is the boundary 
of an (I. + 1)-cell of C. Clearly, S” has a “collar neighborhood” W = SA x B”-” inside V, 
hence O(S, FV) = i,(S, W) by Step 3, hence @(S, Y) = i,(S, V) by (5.2), hence [Q(K, V) - 
i,(K, V)]i*(S, K) = 0 by (5.5), hence @(K, V) - i,(K, V) = 0 because the images of i,(S, K) 
generate. 
Step 5. K a subcomplex of CL (see Step 4), V arbitrary. 
Choose an open set U of which C” is a deformation retract, and an open set W inside 
V A U of which K is a deformation retract. Because C” has no (A + I)-cells i*(K, CA) : 
H,K--r H,C” is monomorphic, hence i*( W, U) : HL W--+ H,U is also monomorphic. Now 
we have @(Cl, U) = i,(C”, U) by Step 4, hence @(K, U) = i,(K, U) by (5.3), hence i*( W, U) 
[@(K, W) - i,(K, W)] = 0 by (5.4), hence @(K, W) = i,(K, W) because i*( W, U) is mono- 
morphic, hence NK, V) = i,(K, V) by (5.2). 
Step 6. (V, K) arbitrary. Choose a cube C containing K and a subdivision of C, so fine 
that every cell which meets K lies in Y. Let A4 be the union of all (closed) cells which meet K. 
Then M is a subcomplex of C, and Kc M c V. By (5.3) it suffices to prove (D(M, V) = 
i,(M, V). Let ML = M n C” be the A-skeleton of M. Then @(MA, V) = i,(M”, V) by 
Step 5, hence [@(M, V) = i,(M, V)]I’,(M’, M) = 0 by (5.5), hence Q(M, V) = i,(M, V) 
because i,(M’, M) : H,M”--+ H,M is epimorphic. 
(5.7) Remark. Steps 4-6 of the preceding proof show that every @,(K, V) : H,K+ H,V 
which has the naturality properties (5.1), (5.1’) (and commutes with orientation-preserving 
linear isomorphisms) is an integral multiple of i,(K, V). Step 3 was needed to determine 
this integer. 
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